LOOKING FORWARD ONE HUNDRED YEARS

"We stand in a time that tests not any individual, individually, so much as a collection."

There are places where individuals can tell you of the many mysteries of the world. There are places where individuals can show you the mysteries of the world. But there are few places where an individual would share with you the world in its time span from this moment forth.

Do you realize, Beloved, what mind power can do with a simplified formula of direction? Such as the object of concentration to be focused upon and visualization held. In the magic there comes the spring into action afforded by the psyche.

We stand in a time that tests not any individual, individually, so much as a collection. There is a collective order out of the legend itself that brings us to some awareness. But sense also this, Beloved, there is a time of reckoning, and when we deal most harshly with ourselves, our tendency then to stand in judgment brings sharp and harsh word of judgment in our opinions. We cannot fear all of that that is put upon us, and test that we are called, too much to look and see that all are called.

There are things this night and in the near future that will bring many changes. Minds are being conditioned according to circumstance without true or real understanding. Tonight there is the movement in those of knowledge that space flight and other agencies have not proven themselves and that large amounts of investment and monies need to be re-regulated, perhaps even re-routed to something else. This is an aspect of the involution of circumstance and its effect.

There are those this night and coming soon that shall speak of cuts and changes. But it is rather that I stand here tonight, Beloved, looking forward one hundred years. They say, "Each to their own in their own special way." to me. How long? How much longer? Surviving and survival, change, difficulty, problems, joy, happiness, so, how long the process? The process runs. You are carrying the power, not genetically, but intellectually and physically that are bred by your choice and selection out of the emotion of love, that has in this passing of forty years bred children that shall follow after.

Now we bring them up and they step outside of our control and we see, also, that this is not the generation, but their children shall be that that will have need and cause to see the advancement of what you call science to take many giant steps. Much has been achieved in thinking and in calculation as well as
evidenced in building and in showing the technological advances, as well as the scientific quest.

And so you have come a long way, and when I say "you" I am not speaking of you only, necessarily, but for those that have opportunity and with it battle against obscurity; you have closeness and a way, all moving together. Now we worry in this time that there might be a cessation of exploration. And the voice that cries, "The Hand of God is upon this now" shall find that in the morning, in the morning, so to speak, symbolically, the same Hand will open in protection unto it. For though you have come a long way, men of science and men of technology, you have come a long way, you have lifted up the emperor to his adornment, you have raised the power in man to heads figuratively manifesting, and where the power is centered you give cause and alarm in the short time. We have but to know that we did not leave council before occurrence of tragedy was there.

Ten rulers shall find that they have been wronged. Each will come forth accepting little compromise, but see also that these heads bow. For even as the two that fight not with one another but growl to the sides that could unite the powers so that they cease to be powers of fiat, are the two that come forth first to the forefront as--your country, your nation and that of Soviet Russia. They who hold the greatest fear potential affecting and catching, already involved with all aspects worldwide, return to see that a time will come when the children will have to be lifted up in consciousness, when we will have to find those prophets that spoke of the time coming; those who saw the craft, the engineering, the building; those who believe they were carried and transported; when you will have to cease to look in the corners where you now seek at the foundations only of tradition and law and science, to see that we will have to look elsewhere. Where the hand has touched it leaveth and revealeth its mark in prophecy, itempowers the place and the position, and where the Light shineth all is given in that moment that we will open ourselves to be reflective of this Light and its intensity.

Realize this, not only is this not the end of exploration, but the festival just concluded, the celebration, and even unto that of the Christ Awareness is being celebrated not in the fall but in that that shall come forth from it. Man will look at his weaknesses, his errors due to negligence, due to fatigue, due to ignorance, due to carelessness. Man will look at himself as a part of God's intended plan of order, and when he goes forth to his task he will go forth devoutly and religiously unto that. For it is save only by this that there will be accomplished any degree of safety.
There is another attempt that shall be foiled, that shall follow in time. What is happening is that attention is being scattered from one area to another while those who should know assume safety. Greater affect than you know upon several different levels of awareness has occurred, heightening and sharpening the time. But, Beloved, away from what man causes and what man is a part of that stands treacherously in the night, in the day, let us look realistically within ourselves to see that we are a part of all things and the flow, the vibration, and the intensity of our knowing courageousness is important and called into the test, into the Light in this time.

For we cannot throw away the thinking of a man who is not illumined and aware, as science-fiction, which is still prophecy to the future--those who do sense, feel, know, experience, and can express. You are living also that that prophesies the heralding of a time when there must be then seeking out and the knowing, a line of connection. The two of these nations that I spoke of, yours and Russia, we see now being called to the forefront and humbled, humbled before the world. It shall be moreso than accounted in this time, for it is that we cannot go forth into that which awaits that our need will be great, for in a later time, in one hundred years there will be great knowledge and sharing of knowledge from many sources. And again the technology shall come and save within itself its own peoples. For there will be a time.

How can we measure this time, Beloved? Aside from all of that that man creates and is called in presence within the creating? Look at the eye of those that know and in that eye you will see the fire. For it is given that great destruction by great hate shall move. In one hundred years there will begin to be greater and more precise calculations.

Already the prophecies of Blavatsky toward the scientific attitude and community have brought their realizant quality to the forefront. Already the mind of science turns itself in disappointment and defeat looking, and will look even more strongly toward those voices that not only support but have encouraged from the start. Know this is but the beginning. Within the next hundred years shall be technology to place platforms at great distance. Here will be built great craft that will be upon design that is tried by information that shall be directed and channeled to receivers around the world.

This is a time of great sharing. Somewhere in the midst of this hundred years a day comes that we all call for. And when we look at a hundred years we must realize each is a part, we build toward it, we hold and protect and lift the consciousness, we glorify in the Light, the power. But know that the mind of
the scientific toward turning will come to the point to calculate the nova-ing of your own sun.

We see confusion within each life, but we see also a time when, if by no other reason, our physical body sings into harmony, a settling, a peace comes and is there shared. And we find it in those that have walked the way, not necessarily the easy way, but the quickening way. For we walk toward an hour. Who will bring these children of Light? Who will challenge them in their creativity any better than that that has inspired the parents and the grandparents?

Know we that in preparing for this we look at the entire system. In youth the system is in conflict and comes forth and from us, and peace by a time of accountability is established a regular order. The system in which your world is now enplaced is that that has come into order. Thousands and thousands, millions of years of order have brought about the balance and harmony of the planets. Your system, collecting itself together, revolves in harmony and in order. And as she becomes moreso aged and wizened, wizened to her true call, she will be shown many things. Out of disorder moving toward full illumination this side of chaos is the pattern of movement.

There will be a time in a future that few can see, in the final hours of your star there will be those in years afore to establish in colonization platforms. There will be many. But a time comes when we must realize, also, that the dreams and aspirations of even the minds of spirit and of science must come together. All that you seek can be felt. The many different feelings, the myriad of expressions of energy themselves are as the Rays that are herein centered. You can draw from this.

Put yourself into the order of understanding, drawing out of confusion to understand that that is that already for you now in the peace by daily accomplishing, knowing, not only by faith but by sign that we walk a way carefully. Our way must be walked carefully.

There is power within you, my Beloved. And there is the calling forth now. And the very captains that held back so long out of Atlantis shall pirate their way, if necessary, to the forefront in the children born. And this has been true off and on for more than seventy years that Atlanteans are being drawn, being drawn back to their century, back to their consciousness with the revision. No longer does and will, will itself stand in the way, for we are being humbled. Seeking through humility our way shall be closer.

Remember that as you draw forth there will come the need and call for replacing in the full exchange. But there can be manifested for you all that you
seek, but in order. This is a time when, if you are given voice, then speak. Speak to the point and measure full to the exchange and know it as a gift, a gift empowered through you. Know that if your talent is to write, draw together and out of this can come letters to tell what you have found that will draw unto Alexandria a few of those who are challenged.

There are ways for numbers and movement of these. You will see, Beloved, if you would correspond, if you would touch with other individuals, I am appearing to many. They may not know much more than just the name, but they will be able to give description. If ever the platform is given to reach many in the twelve city areas scattered throughout your country it should be taken advantage of, for many people, many are seeing something. Depending on the strength many are being called in preparation for those of your own and like unto you to contact. Many groups are uniting in this time; ideas are coming through understanding into unification.

Long before the nova-ing can be the measuring. Your sun is half of its progression into the change. But there will be concern early and plans and preparation. It is not other than just simply intended. Man shall progress through his needs to do so. With the divine inspiration he shall lift himself high, and his challenge shall be not met in any one conquest but in many attempts. In that secured toward aspiration is a laying aside of the folly, realizing the smallness of even that we consider great, and how things can affect one, the many, and all the others.*

* From TaPa's May 3rd 1986 dissertation.